
Keeping Kids Active In
BAD WEATHER

INDOOR
Jog on the spot during the ad breaks
Stick on a 'Just Dance' video on Youtube
and follow the moves
Keep a balloon off the ground
Touch every door handle in the house as
quick as you can - now do it faster!
Get out the Wii-Fit and start cycling or
boxing
Throw down some old cloths and 'skate'
around to polish the floor
In 2 minutes collect something of the same
colour from each room in the house
Take turns hiding teddy bears around the
house and hunting for them - Teddy Bear
Hunt!
Organise a living room Olympics - create a
list of activities that each person must
complete
Do star jumps while the kettle boils

Go on a bug hunt in the garden and see
what creepy-crawleys you can find
Take out the Frizz-bees and get throwing
Set up an obstacle course outside - walk
on the kerb, go around the flower pot, hop
on the cracks etc
Find as many puddles as possible and
jump in them!
How many hops is it from the front door to
the back door. From the garden fence to
the gate. From the car to the tree.
Give the car a good clean - inside and out
Bring out a skipping rope or a football and
get skipping or kicking!
Draw a hopscotch grid on the street and
play a round of hopscotch
Bring your water-proof toys outside - dolls
and cars like water too
Pretend you are a water-loving animal -
frogs, ducks, fish or a crocodile!

OUTDOOR

Indoor Family Activities
SCAVENGER HUNT: Collect 10 random
items from around the house. One team
hides them, one team finds them. Swap
over.
OBSTACLE COURSE: Plan your course -
up the stairs, into an empty bath, change
your shoes, around the coffee table etc
SOCK SLAM: Put a small bin at the end
of the room, get some rolled up socks and
see how many socks in a row you can
dunk.

Outdoor Family Activities
Check the internet for PLAY PARKS in
your area that you've never been to before.
Bring along the bikes and discover.
Go on a NATURE WALK and find as many
different colours as possible.
Do an outside SPRING CLEAN. Jobs for
everyone!

www.zoomboomkids.com

Wind, rain and snow doesn't mean physical activity stops. A little bit of imagination,
lots of woolly hats and layers can keep you and kids active, no matter the weather.
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